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Included items:
• Elo Conference Camera
• Two M3 thumb screws
• 2.5mm barrel jack cable



Activity indicator

Step 4. If the camera is mounted using Option 2, rotate the image sensor 
clockwise or counter-clockwise so the orientation arrow points in the upward 
direction to ensure the image is rotated correctly during use.     
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Step 5. Start your conferencing software and enable the camera. The green 
activity indicator will illuminate any time the webcam is in use.

Go to www.elotouch.com/support to download the detailed user manual

Option 1: Choose the top location for large and wide meeting rooms or where 
participants are standing up or are far away from the camera. After installation, 
users can slide the camera left or right and tilt it downward for the desired viewing 
area.

Installation Options: The Elo Conference Camera is configurable for different 
styles of conferencing by mounting it to any side of the Elo IDS display.

Step 2. Plug the conference camera into the Elo Edge Connect™dock ensuring the 
USB connector on the camera aligns with the matching connector on the IDS display. 
Install the two M3 mounting screws to secure the camera to the IDS display.  

Option 2: Choose the left or right side location for smaller or narrow meeting 
rooms or where participants are located close to the camera. After installation, 
users can slide the position up or down and tilt toward the center of the IDS Display 
to center the camera viewing area at eye level allowing for a more face to face 
conferencing experience. 

Step 1. Remove the Elo Edge Connect™ cover from the chosen installation 
option #1 or #2.

Step 3. Connect the included 2.5mm barrel jack cable between the camera and the 
nearest connection labeled “CAMERA” on the back of the IDS display.
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